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STRUCTURE FORMATION

Dark Matter
23 %

Baryons 
4 %  Dark Energy

73 %

The nature of dark matter  shapes the formation of structures in the Universe

Three complementary approaches exist to decipher the nature of dark matter: 
❖ produce DM particles in an accelerator
❖ direct/indirect detections
❖ measure the level of clumpiness of the Universe at the smallest scales

Planck Cosmic Microwave Background



SUBSTRUCTURE IN THE MILKY WAY HALO

The total number of substructure strongly depends on the nature of dark matter

Cold Dark Matter/WIMPs, Axions Warm Dark Matter/e.g. sterile neutrinos

Springel+ 2008; Lovell+ 2012



SUBSTRUCTURE IN THE MILKY WAY HALO

❖ There is a degeneracy in the number of observable substructures between dark and 
galaxy formation models 

❖ Most of the low mass substructure are dark

Cold Dark Matter CDM - Stars Warm Dark Matter

Springel+ 2008; Lovell+ 2012



SUBSTRUCTURE MASS FUNCTION

Predicted abundance of substructure in the Milky Way halo
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THE BASIC IDEA - STRONG LENSING
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THE BASIC IDEA - STRONG LENSING

substructures are detected as magnification anomalies

Compact sources are easy to model

Sensitive to a wide range of masses

degenerate in the mass model

substructures are detected as surface brightness anomalies

need to disentangle structures in the potential from structures 
in the source

Sensitive to higher masses

NOT degenerate in the mass model

Vegetti + 2009, 2010, 2012, 2014 Dala & Kochanek 2002



FLUX RATIO ANOMALIES

Rfold =
µA + µB

|µA| + |µB | � 0

Rcusp =
µA + µB + µC

|µA| + |µB | + |µC | � 0

In the optical and X-ray the quasar emission 
regions are small enough that  the lens fluxes 
are sensitive to the effect of stars. In the radio 
the sources are large enough be insensitive to 

microlensing

Mao & Schneider 1992 Dala & Kochanek 2002



FLUX RATIO ANOMALIES
Bradac  + 2002



FLUX RATIO ANOMALIES
Dala & Kochanek 2002

 6/7 radio loud CLASS lenses show a flux ratio anomaly

 No microlensing, or dust extinction but gravitational origin

 Imply a projected dark matter fraction between 2 and 7 percent > CDM



FLUX-RATIO ANOMALIES
Xu + 2014

A couple of systems can be reproduced by adding CDM 
subhaloes to its macroscopic lens potential, with a 
probability of 5% − 20% 

 For B0712+472, B1422+231, B1555+375 and B2045+265, 
these probabilities are only of a few percent: are more likely 
to be caused by improper lens modelling

From CDM-only simulations:

Hsueh et al. 2016a,b: B1555+375 and B0712+482 anomalies caused by stellar disc

McKean et al. 2007: B2045+265 due to a massive companion

Gilman et al. 2017, Hsueh et al. 2017: stellar structures can be responsible for errors on the FRA of 20% 



FLUX-RATIO ANOMALIES - NARROW LINE LENSING

All QSOs show significant narrow line emission - can double the 
number of systems available

The sources are large enough to avoid micro-lensing and are not 
variable

Needs high resolution spatially resolved spectroscopy

Nierenberg+ 2014



FLUX-RATIO ANOMALIES - NARROW LINE LENSING

KECK-OSIRIS

Nierenberg+ 2014



FLUX-RATIO ANOMALIES

With 180 quads: expected 2σ bounds of mhm < 106.4M⊙, 107.5M⊙, 108M⊙, and 108.4M⊙ 

Gilman et al. 2018



ASTROMETRIC (SURFACE BRIGHTNESS) ANOMALIES

Haloes are detected as surface brightness anomalies

Need to disentangle structures in the potential from structures in the 
source

Sensitive to higher masses

Less degenerate in the mass model

Detections of individual haloes: 
Pixel based: gravitational imaging - Vegetti & Koopmans 
2009
Parametric: e.g. Hezaveh et al. 2016

Statistical detections at the population level: 
Parametric forward modelling:  e.g. Birrer et al. 2017, Enzi & 
Vegetti in prep.
Power-spectrum: e.g Chatterjee & Koopmans 2017

Vegetti et al. 2010a



SENSITIVITY

Increasing level of source complexity

Increasing mass

Rau et al. 2014

Vegetti & Koopmans 2009



GRAVITATIONAL IMAGING

Haloes are detected as corrections to an overall smooth potential

If present, more than one halo can be detected and quantified

Data Model Residuals Source

Density corrections (x, ⌘)tot =  (x, ⌘) + � (x)



GRAVITATIONAL IMAGING - DETECTION CRITERIA

 a positive convergence correction that improves the image residuals is found independently 
from the potential regularization, number of source pixels, PSF rotations, and galaxy subtraction 
procedure;

the mass and the position of the substructure obtained via the posterior exploration is 
consistent with those independently obtained by the potential corrections and the MAP 
parametric clumpy model;

 a clumpy model is preferred over a smooth model with a Bayes factor ∆ log E = log E_smooth 
−log E_clumpy >= −50 (to first order equivalent to a 10-σ detection, under the assumption of 
Gaussian noise);

 the results are consistent among the different filters, where available.



BASIC TEST

Vegetti et al. 2010a



DETECTIONS SO FAR
16-sigma detectionHST

(M/L)V,� � 120 M�/LV,�

MPJ = (3.51± 0.15)⇥ 109M�

MNFW ⇠ 3.51⇥ 1010M�

M(< 0.6) = (1.15± 0.06)� 108M�

M(< 0.3) = (7.24± 0.6)� 107M�

12-sigma detectionKeck AO

Vegetti et al. 2010

Vegetti et al. 2012

MPJ = (1.9± 0.1)⇥ 108M�

z~0.2

z~0.9



SUBSTRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS

Chosen on a s/n basis

Representative sub-sample of the SLACS 
lenses

Representative sample of massive early-
type galaxies



SENSITIVITY FUNCTION



SUBSTRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS

Results are consistent with CDM predictions, 
but due to the low sensitivity they do not rule 
out Warm Dark Matter models

Derived mass function parameters from 
a sample of 11 SLACS lenses

P (�, f | {ns,m},p) =
L ({ns,m} | �, f,p) P (�, f | p)

P ({ns,m} | p)

dN/dM / fM�↵

Vegetti et al. 2014



LINE-OF-SIGHT CONTRIBUTION

LOS is not a contamination but a powerful and clean probe on the nature of DM

Gravitational lensing is sensitive not only to the mass distribution on the lensing galaxy but also to the 
general mass distribution along the line-of-sight

background 
galaxy

observer

gravitational lens

image 2

image 1

(1) substructures(2) haloes along  
the line of sight



LINE-OF-SIGHT CONTRIBUTION
Despali, Vegetti et al. 2018

See Giulia’s talk!



SUBSTRUCTURE + LINE-OF-SIGHT CONSTRAINTS

Vegetti et al. 2018



SUBSTRUCTURE + LINE-OF-SIGHT CONSTRAINTS

Vegetti et al. 2018
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FORWARD MODELLING

Figure 5. Left: 1-� (dark region) and 2-� (light region) posterior distribution estimated by ABC
method on the thermal relic mass vs halo mass plane from the lens RXJ1131-1231 . Right: The 1-d
marginals of the same distribution for the thermal relic mass. The shadowed area indicates the 2-�
exclusion region in mTH . The sample number is limited and the details in the posterior distribution
is not fully converged.

can provide higher resolution data than HST images, which leads to greater potential for
measuring smaller lens perturbations [see e.g. 30, 82, 83] if the information from these higher
resolution data can be properly tapped.

Our current constraints are mainly limited by the statistics of the single lens and the
moderate sample size of our simulations. The simulations and there analysis requires large
computational resources. A larger sample of simulations would allow us to apply stricter cuts
in the ABC framework which may lead to tighter constraints. The results we get are therefore
conservative estimates of the likelihood. Better data (more lenses, better quality data) can
discriminate models with higher significance. Tackling the partial degeneracy between parent
halo mass and dark matter thermal relic mass can also be done by incorporating additional,
independent, priors on the halo mass. For instance coming from abundance matching or
galaxy-galaxy lensing. What we do have from the strong lensing measures is an accurate
measure of the total mass (dark matter + baryonic mass) within the Einstein radius, which
for RXJ1131-1231 isM<✓E = 1011.9M�. The host galaxy of the lens is a very massive elliptical
early-type galaxy. A significant fraction of the mass within ✓E comes from baryonic matter.
These observations allow us to set a conservative lower limit on the expected halo mass of
the lens RXJ1131-1231 to be 1013M� from abundance matching and forward modeling of
the galaxy population through cosmic time [e.g. 84, 85].

Systematics in the lens modeling could be another limiting factor. In this work, we
focused on the source reconstruction scale and the intermediate lens model scale descrip-
tions. Further e↵ects that we do not include could mimic lensing substructure e↵ects, such
as micro-lensing by stars of the lensing galaxy, luminous structure of dwarf galaxies, sub-
structure displaced along the line-of-sight or dust extinction. For the current constraints,

– 14 –

Birrer+ 2017

Viel et al. 2014
(Lyman-alpha forest)

excluded (          )� 2�



POWER SPECTRUM

The observational upper-limits constraints inferred from the analysis of this first lens system significantly exceed the 
estimated effect of CDM substructure. 

Hezaveh  et al. 2016, Chatterjee et al. 2017, Bayer et al. 2018



TOWARDS LARGER VOLUMES

line-of-sight contribution in substructure lensing 13

Figure 10. The total number of projected line-of-sight structures per unit of arcsec�2, for a lowest detectable mass of 108 M� (left) and 106 M� (middle),
and for each combination of lens (x-axis) and source (y-axis) redshift. The upper panels show the results for the CDM case, while the lower panels show
the WDM case; we consider Mlow = MPJ

tot = 108, 106 M� (left and middle panels) and we apply the redshift-dependent cut from equation (21) in order to
calculate Mlow(z) for the line-of-sight haloes. The location in the zL–zS plane for all of the lenses considered in this paper are marked by the white circles.
The colour-bars display the same range, both for CDM and WDM models, for each column; in the left and middle panels the color scale shows nLOS in
arcsec�2. The fraction of detectable subhaloes with respect to the total number of detectable perturbers nSUB/(nLOS + nSUB) are shown in the right panels for
Mlow = 106 M�.

Figure 11. The ratio of e↵ective perturbers nSUB/nLOS as a function of
Mlow, for the cases of SLACS J0946+1006 (black) and JVAS B1938+666
(blue), both for CDM (solid lines) and WDM (dashed lines) models.

(grey contours), and (iii) a NFW line-of-sight halo, thus optimizing
also for its redshift (red contours). The last three rows of Fig. 13
show the results for the mass and projected position of the per-
turber. The true PJ mass is recovered for case (i), while we infer
a higher mass for cases (ii) and (iii), in agreement with the ex-
pected rescaling between the NFW and PJ mass (see equation 20);
all of the models well recover the true perturber position, with an
uncertainty of 1–2 times the PSF full width half maximum. The

uncertainty is intended as the error with respect to the input posi-
tion at the redshift of the lens, which correspond to the position of
the lensing e↵ect; a line-of-sight halo could cause a lensing e↵ect
in the same position on the image plane, even though its projected
position would be di↵erent (see Figure 2 and equation 13). The
constraints on the mass and redshift for case (iii) are shown in the
inset; here, the redshift of the lens and the NFW virial mass ex-
pected from equation (20) are marked by the dotted lines. We see
that there is e↵ectively a degeneracy between the mass and red-
shift, as expected, but it has a more complicated shape than what
is found by comparing the deflection angles: the black solid line
shows the prediction from equation (21). In particular, the uncer-
tainty on the redshift is �z ' 0.15 at a 1� level and it does not
span the whole redshift space between the observer and the source,
meaning that not all the configurations given by equations (18) and
(21) are equivalent. Nevertheless, if we force a particular z , zL for
the NFW perturber, the relation from equation (18) still approxi-
mates quite well the recovered mass.

This happens because, using the image surface brightness, and
modelling the lens and source simultaneously adds an additional
level of information, with respect to the deflection angles alone,
allowing us to restrict the degeneracy range, especially for obser-
vations with a high angular resolution and a complex source surface
brightness distribution. This is demonstrated in Fig. 14, where we
show the parameter posterior probability distributions for the refer-
ence case of the SIS lens at z = 0.2; also in this case, a 109 M� PJ
subhalo has been added to the lens model and it is modeled as in
case (iii). We see that in this simulation the mass and redshift are
completely degenerate, and that, even if the true position is recov-
ered quite well by the peak of the distribution, the uncertainties are
large, spanning almost half of the image plane within 3�. This is

MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2017)

Ritondale, Vegetti  et al., in prep.

See Elisa’s talk!



TOWARDS LOWER MASSES

Keck Adaptive OpticsHST

Increased angular resolution leads to an increase in sensitivity

Keck

HST

See Giulia’s talk!

109 Msun 108 Msun



TOWARDS LOWER MASSES

~105 new lensed galaxies

See John’s talk!

MICADO on E-ELT (SIMCADO- Czoske)



DARK MATTER ACROSS COSMIC TIME

Rizzo, Vegetti et al., submitted



CONCLUSIONS

Gravitational lensing provides a key probe on the nature of dark matter

Structures along the LOS represent a significant contribution and provide a cleaner probe on 
the properties of dark matter

Upcoming surveys will lead to the discovery of thousands of new gravitational lens systems 
coupled with the angular resolution of ELTs this will open a unique window to constrain the 
dark matter properties with detail and statistical completeness. 


